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Don’t get off the beaten track too much, but like your 
taste of adventure now and then? Then the XRx is 

your perfect travelling partner

the tiger 
who came 

to tour
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but you feel that the moment you swing a leg 
over it, the adjustable seat can be set at either 
810 or 830mm, both lower than the XC’s lowest 
choice of 840mm. Put your full weight on the 
seat and the height difference is increased 
ever so slightly because of an almost invisible 
change between XC and XR — the suspension. 
The XR has Showa suspension front and rear, 
which is softer and plusher than the XC’s more 
aggressive WP suspension.

Then there’s the significant issue of money. 
There’s $1500 between the XR and XC, though 
the gap drops to $1100 between XRx and XCx. 
You can do a lot with that kind of cash in your 
pocket rather than the dealer’s. The XR looks 
better all the time, doesn’t it?

Before we steer away from comparisons, I’ll 
mention the XR’s German rival, BMW’s F700GS. 
Like the XR, the 700GS is the road-runner 
in its range, complemented by the bush-

ready F800GS. However, unlike the BMW, the 
Triumph isn’t hobbled by a detuned version of 
its sibling’s engine. In any speed contest, the 
Triumph eats the BMW — and does it with a 
smoothness only an inline triple can achieve.

The Tiger 800 powerplant is a ripper. It’s 
good for just shy of 100hp, which is not only 
the best in its class but is a healthy output by 
any standard, and it comes on endless torque. 
This engine is turning out well over 80 per cent 
of its quota of Newton-metres before 2000rpm 
and doesn’t fall lower until it’s nudging the rev 
limiter at 10,000rpm. Rev it or let it cruise, this 
motor has plenty of guts. Funnily enough, it’s 
not too hard to stall it when you take off, but 
I reckon that’s just its smoothness fooling you 
into being lazy with the throttle and clutch.

The four different throttle maps change the 
engine’s character by dictating how quickly 
the butterflies react to your wrist. They don’t 

change the power output, though, so you have 
access to all of it in any map. In Sport mode, 
it’s as if the Triumph didn’t have ride-by-wire 
technology and a cable was connected directly 
to the butterflies for instant action. It’s fun 
and involving, and if you use it hard you’ll 
appreciate the XR’s more sporty handling and 
traction. Change the settings to Road mode and 
the initial hit of power — which can feel harsh 
in Sport mode when you’re not being sporty 
— is softened ever so slightly to make power 
delivery a more civilised event. The butterflies 
open a little slower than your wrist might move, 
and progress is smoother as a result.

I can’t pick any difference between Road and 
Off-Road, though the latter is meant to be a tiny 
bit slower again in response. If you really want to 
damp down the throttle action, select Rain mode 
and you’ll feel a much more sluggish effect — 
great when traction is tenuous and care needed.
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The question is not whether the 
XR is good, because we’ve already 
established that the new-generation 
Triumph Tigers are sensational. 

The question is where it stands in comparison 
with its more off-road-oriented XC stablemate. 
And that question, as it turns out, is easy to 
resolve. Major contrasts in ride and handling 
put substantial space between the two models 
and justify Triumph’s decision to produce both. 
I know this for certain after swapping between 
the two on a road that the XC might seek out 
but the XR ate up.

Somewhere up in the Otways we took a 
minor road that was rough, narrow, overhung 
with ferns, littered with bark, constantly damp 
and continuously winding. It was everything 
a Tiger rider might want, and if it’d been 
unsealed it would have been an XC pilot’s wet 
dream. But it was tarred and the XC’s 21-inch 
front wheel slowed the steering too much and 
its higher centre of gravity reduced its ability 
to flick from apex to apex. The XR was pinpoint 
accurate, quick steering, responsive, easy and 

faster without trying to be. It demanded far 
less effort from me to swing along that little 
road at a fun pace without putting me at 
risk of losing the front on the slippery tar, of 
copping a faceful of oncoming car around the 
blind corners, or running wide out of bends.

As a bonus, this wasn’t just plain-Jane XR 
Tiger I was riding, but the up-spec XRx with 
its traction control and other electronics, so as 
I got comfortable with its superior handling, 
I pushed it harder on the throttle. By the 
time the road opened up into undulating 
farmland, the XCx I’d been running with was a 
distant headlight in the mirrors. The XRx had 
convinced me it’s the better road bike, even on 
the crappiest roads around. The XCx should be 
left to the riders who want to prove themselves 
when the roads turn to tracks.

The quickest way to tell an XR from an XC is 
to look at the wheels. If they’re cast ones, it’s an 
XR, and you don’t have to look much closer to 
see the front one is a smaller 19-inch diameter. 
There’s also the front mudguard, which is a 
standard wheel-hugger on the XR, but a high-
mounted beak under the headlight of the XC. 
It’s not quite so obvious that the XR is lower, 

►

r Dash is instantly recognisable as a Triumph one r Cruise control is switched from the right bar

r The exhaust is tucked up out of harms way

r  Clean lines and excellent level of finish

X FACTOR
The little “x” of the Tiger XRx indicates 
it’s chock-a-block with extras, both 
physical and electronic.

The stock XR comes with traction control 
and anti-lock brakes, both of which can be 
turned off. That’s a good start, but the XRx 
adds the intermediate modes for off-road 
use. The XRx has the four engine maps, but 
the XR doesn’t. The electronic system on 
the XRx gives you two pre-programmed 
combinations of engine map, TC and ABS 
— Road and Off-Road — and also permits 
you to create you own combination of 
parameters in its Rider mode.

The XRx has hand guards, unlike 
the XR, and they are well designed 
to keep some of the chill off your 
hands. Its screen can be adjusted 
without using tools, its seats are 
more comfortable, it has a centre 
stand, there’s an additional 12V 
outlet and you get the joy of 
cruise control. You can fit a tyre-
pressure monitor to the XRx.

All this costs you an extra $1500. 
That’s not a lot to pay for so many 
more useful and enjoyable features.

“Rev it or let it cruise, 
this motor has plenty 
of guts”

“I was soon so trusting 
of its capabilities that I 
was happy to turn off 
traction control and 
let the feedback warn 
me before I spun up the 
rear wheel too much”

■ The front-end is best 
suited to road riding, 
but is great off-road
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The motor pulls from very low revs, lugging 
away in sixth gear as low as 2000rpm or so, but 
there’s not really much excuse to working it 
like that because it is backed by one of the best 
gearboxes in motorcycling, with a delightful shift 
action urging you to use it. Keep the taco needle 
swinging in the midrange and you’ll rarely want 
more, but rev it hard to release the full potential 
and you’ll be grinning. The only limit then is how 
much power you can put to the ground.

The XR comes stock with tyres biased about 
80 per cent to on-road use, so they grip pretty 
well. The fatter contact patch up front compared 
with the XC gives it much better traction when 
the front’s loaded up, and it’s far more confident 
piling into a corner on the brakes. With sharper 
steering geometry, lighter wheels and a lower 
centre of gravity, the XR is certainly the better 
one at carving up a mountain road, though you 
still wouldn’t accuse it of having breathtaking 
agility — it remains a rangy machine with 
relatively slow steering when it’s up against a 
pure road bike. The other side of that coin is the 
unshakable stability it has.

The shorter suspension travel results in more 
consistent handling with a lot less fore and 

T FOR TOURING
After launching the XR and XRx, 
Triumph added an XRT to the range of 
new Tigers. It’s equipped with all sorts 
of gear for long-haul riding.

It’s based on the XRx and all of its 
features, and for its price of $17,890 (plus 
on-roads costs) you also receive:
•	 A 650W alternator instead of the 

476W one
•	 Heated seats and grips
•	 Fog Lamps
•	 A third 12V outlet
•	 Racks on which to mount aluminium 

Expedition panniers, but you still 
have to buy the panniers

•	 A GPS mounting kit, but not the GPS
•	 A tyre-pressure monitoring system
•	 An aluminium radiator guard and a 

machined brake reservoir

aft pitching. However, it also has a downside 
that detracts from everything else that makes 
this the better road bike: there’s less cornering 
clearance than the XC, and in fact less clearance 
than many bikes have. It’s easy to scrape the 
hero knobs on the footpegs, and if you happen 
to ride into a decent mid-corner dip while 
leaned over, the Tiger will hammer its side stand 
lug into the tarmac with alarming force.

The XR’s Showa suspension is on the soft 
side, as you’d expect of this style of bike, and 
while it’s clear the XC’s WP suspension is 
higher quality, the Showa kit is up to the job 
most of the time. If you throw the bike around 
aggressively, you’ll begin to feel it get loose — 
and you’ll probably dig in that side stand lug a 
few times — but take classically smooth lines 
while steadily feeding in the power and the 
Triumph’s handling is sweet. Ridden like this, it 
was a joy along the Great Ocean Road.

Same when you hit gravel roads, where 
the XR is very comfortable. Even with the 
road-biased tyres, I was soon so trusting of its 
capabilities that I was happy to turn off traction 
control and let the feedback warn me before 
I spun up the rear wheel too much. When I 

used the off-road TC setting, which permits a 
reasonable amount of wheel spin, I could rely 
on its intervention to keep things on track. I rate 
the Triumph system highly. Same for the ABS: 
in off-road mode the rear ABS is deactivated 
while the front is set to cope with the demands 
of gravel roads, and it works a treat — I always 
prefer it to having no ABS at all. 

On horrible, rutted, sandy, rocky tracks 
where the Tiger XC is the go, the XR gets along 
well enough, just not as enthusiastically. Take 
it easy and you’ll get through almost anything, 
while at the same time demanding less of the 
shorter suspension travel and not putting the 
softer cast wheels at risk of damage. The lower 
seat height is also a benefit to less experienced 
off-road riders who are quicker to put their 
feet down. Standing up is easier now because 
the handlebars are a little taller and the 
footpeg rubbers have been designed to squish 
down under your weight until your boots get 
a secure grip on the pegs. So go ahead and 
explore on the XR.

When you’re back in town, the roles are 
reversed and the XR is much nicer than the 
XC: height, manoeuvrability, the lot. The XR’s 

a great commuter. 
It’s also a great tourer. The engine and all-

round handling suit the role perfectly, and 
the terrific comfort only enhances it. As well 
as the adjustable seat, the handlebars can 
be moved forward or back 20mm on their 
mounts, and on the XRx you can adjust the 
screen without using tools. I preferred it in 
its upright position, where it pushed a lot of 
the airstream away without inducing much 
buffeting at all. The XRx is better for the 
inclusion of a more comfortable pair of seats 
than on the XR. The generous space, relaxed 
posture and reasonable wind protection add 
up to low-effort mile-eating. The Tiger will 
carry a pillion comfort, though cranking up 
the rear shock is essential.

The bike’s range can be great if you ride 
economically, when it’s possible to keep fuel 
consumption down to 4.5L/100km, in which case 
you could go more than 400km on the 19-litre 
tank. Engine revisions for 2015 have improved 
economy by a claimed 17 per cent, though my 
average of 5.9L/100km didn’t reflect that.

The engine revisions were largely detail 
changes aimed at greater efficiency and 

“The lower-spec XR 
is more the roadie; 
the XRx is more 
adventurous”

r Two Tigers displaying an array of accessories
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QUICKSPECS
Model: Triumph Tiger 800XRx
Price: $16,590 (plus on-road charges)
Colours: Crystal White, Phantom Black, 
Caspian Blue
Warranty: 2 years, unlimited distance
Servicing intervals: 6000km
Engine: Liquid-cooled, DOHC, 12-valve, 
inline triple. Variable TC and throttle maps
Bore x stroke: 74 x 61.9mm
Displacement: 800cc
Compression: 11.1:1
Power: 70kW @ 9250rpm 
Torque: 79Nm @ 7850rpm
Transmission: Wet multiplate clutch, 6-speed 
gearbox, chain final drive
Frame: Steel-tube perimeter 
Dimensions: Seat height 810-830mm, 
weight 188/213kg (dry/wet), fuel capacity 
19L, wheelbase 1530mm, rake 23.9º, trail 
92.4mm
Suspension: Front, Showa 43mm USD fork, 
180mm travel. Rear, Showa monoshock with 
adjustable preload, 170mm travel
Brakes: Front, 2 x 308mm discs, 2-piston 
calipers. Rear, 225mm disc with 1-piston 
caliper. Variable ABS
Tyres: Front, 110/90-19. Rear, 150/70R17
Fuel consumption: 5.8L/100km
Theoretical range: 325km
Verdict: Supremely capable adventure bike 
and tourer

reduced heat, the latter a matter of comfort. 
The different bodywork compared with the 
2010-14 model is also intended to reduce the 
amount of heat on your legs, and it works 
though it hasn’t eliminated the effect. The 
changes included a larger radiator which, on 
the XR, does not get a guard — probably not 
much of a worry for most XR owners but a 
Radguard or similar would be worthwhile 
protection against thrown rocks on the kinds 
of roads you might travel.

The panniers available from Triumph are 
solid, and mounted to a revised “wobble” 
system that allows them to move sideways. 
That’s to improve stability at speed and it 
seems to work. The exhaust-side box is smaller 
than the other one, but if you need even more 
room, buy the enormous top box in Triumph’s 
catalogue. Tank bags and a zillion other 
accessories are there for those who want them. 
I’d opt for the heated grips straight away.

The Tiger XR has the same petite 
instrument pod as the XC, with a tacho gauge 

that includes warning lights, and an LCD 
panel that shows you everything else. You get 
a basic trip meter setup on the XR but a full 
trip computer with the XRx. The button for 
switching riding modes is on the dash, and it’s 
a bit awkward to use. 

That button’s position and the reduced 
cornering clearance are about the only real 
criticisms I have of the XRx, which is a well-
designed all-round bike. I think the fact that 
Triumph is pushing it as the road bike of the 
Tiger 800 range is spot on, but if it wasn’t for the 
XC models, we’d all be shifting the context to 
dual-purpose use — and we shouldn’t forget that 
that’s exactly what the XRx is. The lower-spec XR 
is more the roadie; the XRx is more adventurous. 

It’s a fabulous bike for exploring all sorts 
of back roads and unsealed routes, and if 
you’re not getting well off the beaten track, 
it’s undoubtedly an easier and more willing 
bike than the XC. With its smoothness, 
comfort, performance and versatility, the 
Tiger 800 XRx is a winner. aRR

■ The panniers and top box add to the Tiger’s 
all-road, all-jobs cred

■ Top box mount, when the box isn’t fitted, takes 
away from the usefullness of the flat rack

■ Top box mount, when the 
box isn’t fitted, takes away 
from the usefullness of the 
flat rack


